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Graph embedding and clustering : new algorithms for
personalized medicine

Directeurs de thèse: Etienne Roquain(1), Nataliya Sokolovska(2)

Co-encadrants: Tabea Rebafka(1), Hédi Soula(2)

(1) LPSM, Sorbonne Université
(2) NutriOmics, INSERM, Hôpital La Pitié, Sorbonne Université

Context Finding relationships between individual features (e.g., composition of the human gut mi-
crobiota, food habits, way of life) and a state of illness (e.g., obesity stage) is a very important topic
in medical research nowadays [1, 11]. This project aims at developing new algorithms to e�ciently
stratify patients into groups reflecting their clinical status, in the view of designing personalized
treatments. It will involve novel methods in machine learning. Our proposal is interdisciplinary, at
the interface of computational statistics, fundamental biology and medicine. The NutriOmics team dis-
poses of huge data sets of various forms and our primary focus is on the analysis of metabolic networks.
The latter reflect the relationships between metabolites and proteins, and can be derived from genome
sequences of an organism. Since these medical data are large scale, we will pay particular attention to
developing fast and e�cient methods and algorithms.

Scientific aims Our proposal is composed of the four following intertwined parts:
1. development of a quality graph embedding that is interpretable, which provides deeper insights on

the understanding of medical data and that comes with a fast inference procedure;
2. development of a novel e�cient machine learning algorithm for patient stratification based on

neuronal networks to make individual treatment recommendations;
3. development of a graph clustering procedure that improves on the interpretability of patient strat-

ification;
4. development of an outlier detection procedure to identify atypical profiles and increase the reliability

of the stratification rules.
From a methodological point of view, the most challenging part of the project is that metabolic

networks are graphs which are by their complex nature hard to analyze and compare. Recent mathe-
matical tools have to be suitably adapted to accommodate such graph data and hence our work will also
contribute to the more general field of network analysis.

Justification of the scientific approach To reduce the complexity of graphs, much current
research activity in machine learning is concerned with finding graph embeddings, that is vector
representations of the graphs. While many such graph embeddings have been investigated recently [8, 3],
they are in general di�cult to interpret. However, since medical data are extremely heterogeneous and
metabolic graph representing reactions in living organisms are huge, developing graph embedding with
a high degree of interpretability is crucial. In the statistical literature, the stochastic block model
provides a small meta-graph representing the general graph topology and a node embedding [5]. While
this model increases interpretability, it su↵ers from high computational costs. Our first task will be to
take the best of the two worlds, by bringing together the stochastic block model and neural networks in
form of a sparse variational autoencoder and a scalable inference algorithm to compute node embeddings.
For this, we will adapt ideas of [6] to clinical graph-structured data, so that the embeddings themselves
can give insights into the underlying medical or biological phenomenon. This will already bring a deeper
understanding of illnesses or treatment e↵ects.

As a by-product, this embedding will then be used as a data-transformation to enable supervised
classification via neuronal networks. While a first implementation can easily be done via the open-
source neural-network library keras, we anticipate that the di�cult part will come from the calibration of
the training data. Indeed, the response variables should be chosen according to the possible treatments,
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but not all treatment combinations are present in the data-base. Solving this issue will lead to new decision
rules for patient stratification that can then be used to make individual predictions of the success of a
given treatment for new patients.

To increase the interpretability of the result and to gain further insights into biological aspects, a
complementary strategy will be to build a non-supervised machine learning rules, which will learn the
patient groups without the clinical status, but only via the metabolic network. Doing so, less constrained
classes of patients are expected to be identified, which will lead to new treatment strategies. From a
methodological point of view, the task consists in developing a clustering procedure for a collection
of graphs and we propose to use stochastical block models by elaborating upon the work in [9].

Finally, we will develop outlier detection rules to identify atypical metabolic networks, which is
particularly important to determine patients that are significantly di↵erent from the majority and that
are to be removed and analyzed apart. The challenge is that our outlier removal procedures will come
with a false discovery rate guarantee. Since recent work in this area is built in the case where each
observation is a single number and not a graph [2, 10], suitable generalizations will be considered. A
direction is to use the new vectorized graph embeddings described above and then generalize the existing
tools for multivariate objects.

Fit with the Institute Our interdisciplinary team has complementary skills that both fit into the
themes of the Institute of Computing and Data sciences (ISCD) and will allow to cover the various
expertise areas needed for the project:

• Nataliya Sokolovska (N.S.): methodological aspects of machine learning;

• Etienne Roquain (E.R.): mathematical and statistical aspects of large scale data analysis;

• Tabea Rebafka (T.R.): algorithmic and computational aspects of network analysis;

• Hédi Soula (H.S.): all areas of system biology, including metabolic network analysis.

Members of this team have already achieved a number of fruitful collaborations in various contexts: N.S
and T.R.: two PEPS CNRS projects on random matrices and dimensionality reduction methods, see [4];
E.R and T.R.: new method for graph inference (both from algorithmic and mathematical point of view),
see [9]; N.S. and H.S.: supervision of a PhD and collaboration on the metabolic networks reconstruction,
see [12]. A tight collaboration between all four members of the team is expected to create stimulating
interactions and a synergy that will end up with new breakthrough methods. The PhD project will
start in the continuity of the Défi Santé Numérique project (CNRS/INSERM) Modelling metabolism of
intestinal microbiome by multi-omics statistical data integration, accepted in 2019.

Candidate profile The candidate should have a solid background in mathematics, algorithmics,
computational statistics and an interest in medical applications will be highly appreciated. The PhD
student will be jointly supervised by the two following research units of Sorbonne Université: Laboratoire
de Probabilités, Statistique et Modélisation (LPSM) and NutriOmics.
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